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From which year?
by Corinna

I wonder from which year this photo approx. is? Dusty's hairstyle looks like it's from the IBA era, but since
Norma is in the picture too, it should be from the 60s...?
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Re: From which year?
by karen

I think it was 1965 they got together so , you maybe right re. 60's, ?? not used to seeing her without the wigs
are we. Carole will have a more definite date as we know.  

Karen.x

Re: From which year?
by paula

My guess would be that it's from the 60's. We didn't see much of Dusty 'out of costume' at this time...it wasn't
until the 70's and beyond when she seems to have weaned away from the wigs and look more au natural.
so, this is just a pic of Dusty & Norma jamming at home...It's amazing the transformation that takes place
without hair, makeup, eyelashes & fancy dresses.  
paula x

Re: From which year?
by paula

jumping in at the same time with the same response, Karen.  
paula x

Re: From which year?
by daydreamer

I know that in DWD this photo is captioned as being at Aubrey Walk, which would mean late 60's or very early
70's, but I don't believe that for one minute! Dusty never showed that hair do until later in the 70's, in the
latter part of the 60's when she did show her own hair (not often, I know), it was never like that. Other things,
the outfit Dusty is wearing is not 60's and Norma looks a few years older than she does on the picture taken at
Pat's wedding in 1970. Dusty's hair is her own on that picture. I don't know how much they kept in touch when
Dusty moved to the States, perhaps as Annie interviewed Norma, she may know the answer to that.
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Re: From which year?
by Corinna

Thanks Carole for wording all my thoughts on the subject!

Re: From which year?
by karen

Posted: Tue Apr 27, 2010 2:11 pm

Posted: Tue Apr 27, 2010 2:31 pm

Posted: Tue Apr 27, 2010 2:32 pm

Posted: Tue Apr 27, 2010 2:33 pm

Posted: Tue Apr 27, 2010 4:22 pm

Posted: Tue Apr 27, 2010 4:44 pm

Posted: Tue Apr 27, 2010 5:04 pm
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She does look similar in pics of her in The States with Sue Cameron , so like you say kept in touch. in 70's [ just
have some of these pics in head from different books] clothing didn't seem right to me either. but Carole has
more info.

Re: From which year?
by Cas19

You know I forget I've seen half these pics before till someone reminds me where they are from! Thanks
Carole.

Casx

Re: From which year?
by paula

of course Carole is right. It's obvious that they both look older than the photos of themselves in the 60's.
what was I thinking?? It's nice to think that Norma visited Dusty in California...hung out in the
basement..jamming...Norma on drums and Dusty on tambourine....I wish I was invited over.   
paula x

Re: From which year?
by Corinna

Like most people, I believe the printed word and doubt my own judgement.  So it seems Norma and Dusty
stayed in touch once both had moved (back) to the States. Isn't this a new piece of information? I certainly
didn't know it (not that that means a lot).

Re: From which year?
by SweMaria

I have also wondered from which year this picture is  
Interesting information that it is from the 70's.
They are looking so relaxed here  

Re: From which year?
by andyp

This picture was taken at Pat Rhodes' wedding in 1970 - April I think. I know because I was there. The man in
the picture I think is Pat's husband, Tony Rhodes.

Andy

Re: From which year?
by paula

Posted: Wed Apr 28, 2010 5:42 pm

Posted: Thu Apr 29, 2010 2:59 am

Posted: Thu Apr 29, 2010 11:14 am

Posted: Thu Apr 29, 2010 2:14 pm

Posted: Tue May 18, 2010 4:10 am

daydreamer wrote:
I know that in DWD this photo is captioned as being at Aubrey Walk, which would mean late 60's or
very early 70's, but I don't believe that for one minute! Dusty never showed that hair do until later
in the 70's, in the latter part of the 60's when she did show her own hair (not often, I know), it was
never like that. Other things, the outfit Dusty is wearing is not 60's and Norma looks a few years
older than she does on the picture taken at Pat's wedding in 1970. Dusty's hair is her own on that
picture. I don't know how much they kept in touch when Dusty moved to the States, perhaps as
Annie interviewed Norma, she may know the answer to that.
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hey Andy...the picture in question is the one at the very top of the page...have a guess on the year of that
one?
paula x

Re: From which year?
by daydreamer

Andy, the guy in the wedding pic is actually Peppi Borza.

Re: From which year?
by Corinna

I  Norma's dress in the wedding pic.....!

Re: From which year?
by mnmcv1

I remember seeing that pic in DWD and realizing the caption couldn't possibly be correct- it has got to be from
the 70's.

regarding Norma keeping in touch with Dusty in California, doesn't DWD mention that Norma visited her in the
hospital after that ugly altercation with Tedda? 
I think I recall reading that, but I'm at work right now so i can't confirm...

Re: From which year?
by andyp

Sorry Carole, I thought that was Tony. I didn't go to the wedding but was out the front when everybody arrived
and went out the back with Eileen Nairn to take photos afterwards. Were you there and have you heard from
Eileen since those days? I have been trying to trace here since then but to no avail.

Andyp

andyp wrote:
This picture was taken at Pat Rhodes' wedding in 1970 - April I think. I know because I was there.
The man in the picture I think is Pat's husband, Tony Rhodes.

Andy

daydreamer wrote:
I know that in DWD this photo is captioned as being at Aubrey Walk, which would mean
late 60's or very early 70's, but I don't believe that for one minute! Dusty never showed
that hair do until later in the 70's, in the latter part of the 60's when she did show her
own hair (not often, I know), it was never like that. Other things, the outfit Dusty is
wearing is not 60's and Norma looks a few years older than she does on the picture
taken at Pat's wedding in 1970. Dusty's hair is her own on that picture. I don't know how
much they kept in touch when Dusty moved to the States, perhaps as Annie interviewed
Norma, she may know the answer to that.
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daydreamer wrote:
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Re: From which year?
by andyp

I am not sure but the hairstyle suggests to me that it is the 70's. I saw Dusty in Sydney in 1969 when Norma was
with her and that was not the hairstyle she had then. As someone has said, from the 70's she stopped using
wigs and had her natural hair I think.

Andyp
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Andy, the guy in the wedding pic is actually Peppi Borza.

Posted: Wed May 19, 2010 5:04 am

Corinna wrote:
I wonder from which year this photo approx. is? Dusty's hairstyle looks like it's from the IBA era,
but since Norma is in the picture too, it should be from the 60s...?
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